
 Ornament Gift Card Holder 
Supplies: 

Sewing instructions: 

1. Place the 6 inch square of fabric right side up on the batting/stabilizer. 

2. Put circular attachment on sewing machine 

3. Thread with decorative thread. 

4. Program your sewing machine  with appropriate phrases  such as  Merry Christmas, 

Happy New Year, Seasons Greetings, Joy, Noel etc. 

 

5. Pin the fabric to the circular attachment and set the distance from the needle by mov-

ing the center of the circle closer or farther from the needle. Stitch the phrase you have 

entered. Move the pin to a different place on the fabric, stitch the phrase again. Enter 

another phrase and do the same thing. Until you have filled the fabric up to your satis-

faction. 

6. Take one of the 5inch squares and fold down 1 & 1/4 inch-

es and press or crease the fabric.  

7. Place this piece of fabric right side up on top of the other 

5 inch piece of fabric. This forms the pocket.
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Circular attachment                        

Two 5 inch squares of fabric for front of ornament  

6 inch square of fabric for back of ornament 

6 inch square of batting or sticky stablizer 

1 inches of 1/8 to 1/4 inch ribbon 

Circle attachment 

Sewing machine  

Coordinating thread 

Pinking sheers  



 

8. Take the 6 inch piece of fabric with the batting fabric side down  

place the  5 inch pieces on top of it right side up. Pin together. 

9. Mark the center of the  5 inch square, put the pin through the 

center. 

10. Move the guide on the circle attachment so it points to 4.7 

inches. 

11. Put the pin in the circle attachment. 

12. Set the sewing machine up for a straight stitch. 

13. Stitch a  4.7 inch circle using the circle attachment. 

14. Trim the outside with the pinking sheers. 

15.  Fold the ribbon in 1/2 and mark the center.  Place the center at the top of the ornament 

and fold in 1/2 around the ornament. 

16. Stitch the ribbon down with a straight stitch right over the previous stitching line.  

 

 

 


